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Abstract. Boolean Networks (BN) are established tools for modelling
biological systems. However, their analysis is hindered by the state space
explosion: the exponentially many states on the variables of a BN. We
present an extension of the tool for model reduction ERODE with sup-
port for BNs and their reduction with a recent method called Backward
Boolean Equivalence (BBE). BBE identifies maximal sets of variables that
retain the same value whenever initialized equally. ERODE has been also
extended to support importing and exporting between different formats
and model repositories, enhancing interoperability with other tools.
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1 Introduction

Boolean Networks (BNs) [8] are established models for biological systems which
have gained a lot of interest due to their simplicity; they consist of Boolean vari-
ables which denote active/inactive genes, high/low concentration of substances,
etc. The variables are updated according to functions which are encoded into
logical rules as we display in the left part of Fig. 1. This BN was published in [6],
and models neurogenesis: the process by which nervous system cells, the neurons,
are produced by neural stem cells.

Amajor hurdle in analyzing largeBNs is the state space explosion, i.e., the pres-
ence of exponentiallymanyBNstates, the different configurations of (de)activation
values of each variable, with respect to the number of BN variables. For example,
Fig. 2 shows the state space of the BN of Fig. 1; the BN has 6 variables, leading to
26 states. For the tractability of large BNs, several reduction techniques have been
proposed (e.g., [1,15,17]). One of the most popular reduction methods is based
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Fig. 1. A BN from [6]. (Left) the variables and update functions. (Right) an abstract
graphical representation known as interaction graph where the nodes correspond to the
variables, and the green/red arrows denote positive/negative effect to the activation
value of the target variable, resp. (Color figure online)

on fast-slow decomposition, studied in [15,17] and implemented in GINsim [5].
Here, we present an extension of ERODE [3], a tool for modelling, analysis, and
reduction of biological models that implements a complementary method of reduc-
tion for BNs called Boolean Backward Equivalence (BBE) [1]. Originally, ERODE
was developed to support chemical reaction networks, and systems of ordinary
differential equations [3]. Here, we present an extension to support BNs and the
new importing and exporting capabilities between three different formats: a native
format of ERODE to describe BNs (.ode), the .bnet format [10], and the SBML-
qual format [4]. Notably, the latter is a standard for modelling biological systems1.
These formalisms allow to interface with popular online BN model repositories like
BioModelsDB [9] and the GinSim repository [11], as well as tools for BN analysis
like those fostered by the COLOMOTO initiative [14].

2 Preliminaries

Model. A BN model is a pair (X ,F ) with X being a set of variables, and
F a set of update functions. In the model of Fig. 1, the set of variables and
the set of update functions are: X = {Her6 ,HuC , N ,P ,Zic5 ,miR9} and F =
{fHer6 , fHuC , fN , fP , fZic5 , fmiR9} with, e.g., fHer6 = ¬miR9 ∧ ¬N .

BBE Partition. The crucial aspect of BBE is the notion of BBE partition (or
BBE equivalence), which is a partition of the BN variables that satisfies the
following criterion:

if the variables within each block have same activation value, they will
retain the same value in all subsequent steps.

An example of partition is P1 = {{Her6 ,HuC ,N ,P , Zic5 , miR9}}, which
consists of one unique block. Another partition is P2 = {{Her6 , Zic5 , P},
{HuC}, {N }, {miR9}}, which consists of four blocks. The partitions P1 , P2 are
not BBE partitions. Instead, P3 = {{Her6 ,Zic5}, {P}, {HuC}, {N }, {miR9}}
is a BBE partition.
1 The artifact can be downloaded from www.erode.eu/examples.html with further

guidelines to replicate the experiments in this document.

www.erode.eu/examples.html
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Fig. 2. The state transition graph (STG) of the BN of Fig. 1. An STG encodes the
state space (nodes) and the dynamics (transitions) of a BN. The STG consists of 4
disconnected components. Each node contains digits denoting the activation values of
each variable in that particular state. The transitions are obtained by synchronously
applying the update functions in Fig. 1 to the activation values of the source state.

The BBE reduction method requires the user to specify an initial partition.
Following a partition refinement approach [16], BBE proceeds by iteratively split-
ting the blocks of such partition until a BBE partition is obtained. The maximal
BBE reduction of a BN can be obtained by using trivial initial partitions with
one block only like P 1. By using P 2 as initial partition we get P 3.

Given a BBE partition, we can create a BBE-reduced BN containing one
variable per partition block. We have shown in [1] that this can be used to study
selected part of the original dynamics.

3 ERODE

Figure 3 provides a screenshot of ERODE. The middle panel provides the BN of
Fig. 1 in ERODE format. The variables shall be declared in a block begin init
... end init. We illustrate by comment (//), how one could specify initial
conditions for some of the variables (set to false by default).

The initial partition for the partition refinement algorithm can be specified
in a block begin partition ... end partition. In the example of Fig. 3 we
declare P2 .

Finally, we declare the update functions for each of the variables in a block
begin update functions ... end update functions.

After BN definition which is encoded in the previous three blocks, we can
provide either reduction or exporting commands. For example, BBE reduc-
tion is obtained with command reduceBBE which requires 3 parameters. The
first, fileWhereToStorePartition, names the .txt file to store the blocks of
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Fig. 3. ERODE GUI: (left) the project explorer; (middle) the BN from Fig. 1 in
ERODE format; (right) The BBE reduction of the BN; (bottom) A console with log
information. In (right) we see how to specify (i) the variables, (ii) a partition of the
variables, (iii) the update functions, and (iv) the reduction commands.

the obtained BBE partition. The second parameter, reducedFile, names the
ERODE file wherein the reduced BN is stored. We display this .ode file in the
right window of Fig. 3. The parameter prePartition can take three values: USER
to declare as initial partition the one specified above, NO for plugging the trivial
partition wherein all variables belong to one block (e.g., P 1), or IC to define
an initial partition according to the initial conditions specified by the user (one
block for all variables initialized to true, and one for those initialized to false).

Before discussing the importing/exporting commands in Sect. 5, we provide
the steps, implemented by ERODE, in our running example.

4 An Illustration of BBE Reduction

In this section, we exemplify how ERODE performs BBE reduction in the BN of
Fig. 1. The reduction is summarized in three steps: (i) the first step is done by
the modeller who provides the BN and an initial partition of the BN variables.
ERODE implements the other two steps as follows: (ii) it splits the blocks Pi of
the initial partition until a partition P that satisfies the BBE criterion is reached.
The splitting is done by an iterative partition refinement algorithm [16]. In each
iteration, the Z3 SAT solver [7], integrated in ERODE, checks the validity of the
SAT-encoding of the BBE criterion (see [1]); if valid, the current partition is a
BBE; if invalid, Z3 returns a counter-example according to which the splitting is
performed. Once we get to a partition for which the formula is valid, (iii) ERODE
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produces the reduced BN according to the resulting BBE partition by collapsing
all variables that belong to the same block into single variable components.

Partition Refinement. We assume that the modeler sets parameter
prePartition to NO, requiring to use the trivial initial partition P1 . Firstly,
the tool checks if P 1 is a BBE partition. Z3 decides that the BBE criterion is
invalid which means that P 1 is not a BBE. Z3 provides as counterexample the
state (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0), which transits to the state (1, 1, 0, 0, 1, 1). This means that
the third and fourth variable cannot be BBE-equivalent to the others, therefore
we refine the initial single block in two separating variables with value 0 and 1.
We obtain the new partition: P = {{N ,P}, {Her6 , HuC , Zic5 ,miR9}}. The
algorithm repeats iteratively the above steps until a BBE partition is met. In
this case, the algorithm terminates with P because it is a BBE partition.

Reduced BN. When the algorithm reaches a BBE partition, ERODE computes
the reduced BN based on it. In the case of the BBE partition P = {{N ,P},
{Her6 , HuC , Zic5 ,miR9}}, the variables N , P are collapsed into one component
x{N ,P}, and the variables Her6 ,HuC ,Zic5 , miR9 into the variable component
x{Her6 ,HuC ,Zic5 ,miR9}. The update function of the variable x{N ,P} is given by
selecting the update function of one variable (either N or P), and replacing each
occurrence of an original variable with the new one corresponding to its block
(i.e., N , and P , are replaced by x{N ,P}, and the others by x{Her6 ,HuC ,Zic5 ,miR9}).
It can be shown that any update function of the variables in a block can be chosen
without affecting the dynamics of the obtained reduced model. In this example
we select the variables with the simplest function. We obtain:

x{N ,P}(t + 1 ) = x{Her6 ,HuC ,Zic5 ,miR9}(t)
x{Her6 ,HuC ,Zic5 ,miR9}(t + 1 ) = ¬x{Her6 ,HuC ,Zic5 ,miR9}(t) ∧ ¬x{N ,P}(t)

We display this BN in the right panel of Fig. 3, where variable x{N,P} is
denoted by N , and the variable x{Her6,HuC,Zic5,miR9} by Her6.

Application of BBE Reduction for Model Analysis. Several tasks in model anal-
ysis are intractable due to the high dimensionality of BNs e.g., the generation
of the STG, and the computation of attractors. Attractors are sets of states
towards which the BN tends to evolve and remain. They are usually associ-
ated with important behaviours of the underlying system: for instance, different
attractors correspond to different cell types in cell differentiation processes [2].
In [1], we present cases wherein BBE reduction can enable of facilitate these
tasks.
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5 Importing and Exporting Capabilities

Fig. 4. The interaction
graph of a BN with 1
input (xin) and 1 out-
put (xout).

Input and Output Variables. The variables of a BN can
be divided in 3 categories [13]: inputs which denote
external stimuli, outputs which model readout/response
of the modelled system, and internal variables. These
categories can be easily observed in the interaction graph
of a BN (e.g., Fig. 1 and Fig. 4). Inputs have no incom-
ing edges, outputs have no outgoing edges, and inter-
nal variables have both incoming and outgoing edges.
ERODE features automatic identification of these three
categories basing on the update functions. Input vari-
ables can be identified in the BN model as variables that
are regulated only by themselves or have a stable update
function, i.e. the update function of an input variable x
has the form: x , 1 , or 0 . Instead, output variables do not appear in the update
functions of other variables.

Importing a Model. ERODE has importing capabilities from the SBML-qual
format [4], which is a standard format for biological models, and the .bnet format.
Importing can be done with the following commands:

importSBMLQualFolder(folderIn="BNs_sbml",folderOut="BNs_ode")
importBNetFolder(folderIn="BNs_bnet",folderOut="BNs_ode")

which load all models from folder folderIn, and store the ERODE versions
in folder folderOut. The commands have an additional optional parame-
ter guessPrepartition, triggering the generation of corresponding partition
block. If set to outputs, the outputs are split in singleton blocks, while the
others belong to another single block. Similarly for inputs. We can also spec-
ify outputsOneBlock or inputsOneBlock in which cases we put all outputs (or
inputs) in the same block.

Exporting a Model. ERODE can export BNs, e.g. reduced ones, in the
above mentioned formats. This is done using commands exportBoolNet or
exportSBMLQual.

6 Conclusion

We extended ERODE to reduce Boolean Networks (BN) with Boolean Back-
ward Equivalence (BBE) which collapses variables such that if initialized equally,
retain the same value in all subsequent steps. The scalability and the efficiency
the tool has been illustrated in [1] wherein we apply our method to the whole
GINsim repository. As future work, ERODE will be extended with further reduc-
tion techniques for BNs, complementary to BBE that we presented here. In our
future work, we also aim to incorporate ERODE in COLOMOTO notebook [12]
to further promote interoperability.
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